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Abstract
The gaming industry has experienced unprecedented growth and development
over the past two decades. Due to this rapid growth, there are concerns surrounding
problem gambling, and responsible gaming has become a responsibility of each casino
to minimize the risk of problem gambling. In order to address this responsibility,
the Saskatchewan Gaming Corporation (SGC) has developed an iCare system, which
identifies players at risk, trains staff to provide appropriate and effective interactions
to players and tracks these interactions to ensure that this system is working.
Monthly data from January 2003 to January 2008 based on the player club card
database was provided by SGC. In this study, we use several methods to investigate
the interaction impact, average progression of risk levels and the significance of other
factors related to gambling behaviors. The first order Markov model and generalized
estimating equations (GEEs) are applied to assess the interaction impact. Survival
analysis and regression analysis are used to estimate the progression of risk levels
and to examine the significance of gender and age effects in the players' gambling
behaviors respectively.
The results of our study indicate that interactions have a positive impact on

preventing players from moving to a high risk level; however, this impact is significant
only when players receive consistent interactions. Also, players who are identified as
being at a high risk level tended to stay at that risk level for a longer duration than
players who are identified at other risk levels. Lastly, age is a significant factor related
to players' gambling behaviors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Background

The gaming industry has expanded dramatically over the last two decades. As
a result, problem gambling has become a serious public concern, and this raises the
issue of the responsibility of each casino to reduce the risk and prevent harmful outcomes. In order to address the issue of responsible gaming, the Saskatchewan Gaming
Corporation (SGC) has developed a system, known as the iCare system, to enhance
the industry practice and protect its players. This system identifies players at risk
by using player club card data, the Canadian Problem Gambling Index (CPGI) and
players' gambling patterns. As well, it trains staff to provide appropriate interaction
to players with regard to their gambling, and tracks these interactions to ensure their
effectiveness.
Interaction provides the opportunity for trained staff to communicate with players
about their gambling and explain how gambling works. This encourages players to
1

make informed choices about their gambling and is consistent with the entertainment
industry's ideology.
In an effort to reduce the risk of problem gambling, SGC launched a smoking ban
in casinos effective January 2005, as it is believed that smoking is a significant factor
related to problem gambling.

1.2

D a t a Set

The raw monthly data from January 2003 to January 2008 are used in this study.
There are 80202 players in the data set. Information about each player, including
player ID, gender, age, money spent, wins/losses, number of visits, hours played and
the number of interactions received, is provided. The identified risk level is evaluated
by an algorithm every month based on recorded historical data. There are four risk
levels of problem gambling behaviors, namely 0, 1, 2 and 3. Risk levels 0 and 1 are
considered low risk levels; risk level 2 is considered a moderate risk level, and risk
level 3 is considered a high risk level.
The algorithm that identifies players at risk for Casino Moose Jaw and Casino
Regina was built in 2005 by Focal Research, a research partner of SGC. Historical
data records for player club members at both casinos were provided to Focal Research.
As well, a survey was conducted, in which approximately 1000 players from both
casinos were randomly selected and their risk levels were determined by using the
CPGI. All this information was used to generate variables that are associated with

2

problem gambling risk in theory, then relationships between these generated variables
and CPGI risk scores for problem gambling were assessed. The algorithm was built
based on the result of the association analysis which was undertaken to assess the
combined impact of those behaviors identified as being significantly related to risk.

1.3

Objective of This Study

The purpose of this study is to provide statistical analyses to help SGC in order that they may evaluate the interaction impact and better understand players'
gambling behaviors based on historical club card data. The results of our statistical
analyses may also be used to build more effective procedures to control the number
of high risk players.
The main issues which we focus on in this study are
1. Assess the impact of the iCare system interactions whether they are preventing
players from moving to high risk level.
2. Estimate the average duration (in months) that a player is going to stay in each
risk level, before he or she moves to other risk levels.
3. Assess the significance of gender and age group effects on players' gambling
behaviors.

3

Chapter 2

Preliminary Analysis
In this chapter, we consider a preliminary analysis of the data using time series
plots, histograms and summary tables.
Information about each player's monthly gambling inputs, including the total
amount of money spent, number of hours and number of visits, is shown in Figure
2.1 as a time series. It is likely that these inputs have a trend, seasonal pattern, or
close relationship with each other. Due to the confidentiality of this data, we cannot
plot these total inputs versus time and state their actual scale units. Thus, we plot
the total input ratios which are the total inputs divided by their maximum points
versus time in this case. Figure 2.1 indicates that there is a positive relationship
between these inputs with slightly increasing trends but without obvious seasonality.
A significant intervention effect is observed in early 2005, likely as a result of the
smoking ban implemented by Casino Regina and Casino Moose Jaw in January 2005.
The time series plot of the number of high risk players is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1: Time series plot of players' total input ratios
We can see that the number of high risk players has more than doubled from 2003 to
2008, indicating the dramatic increase in problem gambling. These risk levels were
identified utilizing an algorithm with indices closely related to problem gambling
behaviors. However, these indices may have been changing over time as CPGI was
recently updated in 2006. Other unstable factors such as economic development and
inflation should also be adjusted in computing risk levels. Therefore, it is necessary
to update the algorithm which evaluates players' risk levels.
Since December 2005, SGC launched the iCare system, and the trained staff
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Figure 2.2: Time series plot of the number of high risk players
started giving interactions to selected players, most of whom were high risk players. From December 2005 to January 2008, 1730 players were selected, and 2762
interactions were given to these players. Among these 1730 players, 1228 players received only one interaction. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 provide summaries of the number of
interactions that players encountered. These tables show that the majority of selected
players received only one interaction per month and approximately 5 interactions in
total during the three-year period, with only a small portion of the selected players
receiving more consistent interactions.
Figure 2.3 is the histogram of the risk levels for all selected players in November
2005 which is the last month before the SGC launched the iCare system, and it shows
that a relatively large portion of selected players are considered high risk players
whose risk level is identified at 3. However, only a small portion of them received

6

Table 2.1: Summary of the total number of interactions in a month
Number of interactions

Frequency

1

2309

2

160

3

29

4

8

6

1

8

1

Table 2.2: Summary of the total number of interactions each player received
Total number of interactions

Number of players

(0,5]

1689

(5,10]

36

(10,20]
(20,oo)

1

more than five interactions in total during this period, and these numbers indicate
the inconsistency in interactions.
Among these 80202 players, 65984 (82.27%) players have provided information
about their age and gender. Table 2.3 shows the number of players for each gender
and different age groups in the data, and it indicates that there are more female
players than male players, and most of them are in older age groups.
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Table 2.3: Summary of the number of players by gene er and age groups
Gender

Female

Male

Age group

Number of players

Number of players

[19, 30)

3046 (4.61%)

3510 (5.32%)

6556 (9.94%)

[30, 40)

2898 (4.39%)

2878 (4.36%)

5776 (8.75%)

[40, 50)

5168 (7.83%)

4238 (6.42%)

9406 (14.25%)

[50, 65)

11549 (17.50%)

8973 (13.60%)

20522 (31.10%)

[65, oo)

13476 (20.42%)

10248 (15.53%)

23724 (35.94%)

Total

36137 (54.77%)

29847 (45.23%)

65984 (100%)

Total

Chapter 3

Review of the Estimation Methods
In this chapter, we review several methods which will be used to analyze the data.
We will apply the first order Markov model and the generalized estimating equations
(GEEs) to estimate the interaction effect.

Finally we apply survival analysis and

regression to estimate the mean duration at each risk level and the related covariate
effects respectively.

3.1
3.1.1

Markov Model
First Order Markov Model

Suppose that there are n individuals, and each individual is observed at times
0 , 1 , . . . ,m (months) with K transition states. The observations can be denoted as
{Yi(t),t = 0,1, • • • , m} where / = !,-•• , n. For t = 1, • • • , m and i,j = l,...,K,

9

the

first order transition probabilities are defined as

Pij(t)

= Pr{Y(t)

= j | Y(t - 1) = i}.

(3.1)

Let

n

ij(0

=

#il

ni(t)

=

#{l:yi(t-l)

Note that n,(t) = Ylnij{^)

an

• Vi{t -1)

= i and yi(t) = j}, and
= i}.

d 5ZPu(0 = 1J SO the likelihood can be written as

j

j

L

m

K

K

j(t)

=nnn^r t=ii=ij=i

3 2

(-)

By maximizing the above likelihood, the maximum likelihood estimates (m.l.e.'s) of
Pij(t) can be written in the following closed form

M*) = * $ •

(3-3)

Sometimes it is known that certain j?jj(i)'s must be zero, and they are referred as
structured zeros, meaning that they are assumed by the model.
If Pij(t) = Pij, we have a time homogeneous first order Markov model, and the

10

likelihood can be rewritten as

(3 4)

^=niW<
i=l

where nid- = "Y^t=i nij(t)

an

d ni

=

-

j=l

S t = i n i(0> then the m.l.e.'s oipij are

Py = ^ -

3.1.2

(3-5)

Testing Time-homogeneity

It is very important to test the time-homogeneity assumption against the timedependent first order Markov model: Ho : Pij(t) = p^, for i, j = 1 , . . . , K, versus H\ :
the time-dependent model. The likelihood ratio statistic is

m

K

K

A = 2 ^ J2 H^(*)^K-(*)/eii(*)],
4=1 j = l j = l

where eij(t) — rii(t)pij are the expected frequencies. The asymptotically equivalent
Pearson statistic to A is

"-ZEE
t=i <=i

j=

[rnjit) - ei3{t)f

i

e

^

Under the null hypothesis H0, A and D asymptotically follow a x2 distribution with
r(m— 1) degrees of freedom, where r < K(K — l) is the effective number of parameters
in the transition probability matrix under Ho-

11

3.2

Generalized Estimating Equations (GEEs)

In this section, we will briefly review the generalized linear model (GLM), quasilikelihood and GEEs. Detailed explanations can be found in Liang and Zeger (1986),
McCullagh and Nelder (1989), and Dobson(2001).
Observations regarding players' monthly gambling behaviors can be analyzed in a
regression model using the interaction as a covariate of interest such that we can assess
the interaction impact on players' gambling behaviors. The GLM is a very common
and powerful regression model which is based on the maximum likelihood theory for
independent response observations. However, the monthly data are not independent
from one month to the next as gambling patterns in a previous month will likely
affect patterns in subsequent months. Therefore, we are obtaining correlated repeated
observations for each player; such observations are called longitudinal data. As well,
it is very difficult to specify a joint distribution of these repeated observations for
each individual and use the GLM analysis.
The GEE method is an extension of the GLM. It is based on the quasi-likelihood
theory where no assumptions need to be made about the distribution of response
observations and the independence between response observations. It only requires
the specifications for the mean and the variance function for the response given the
covariates in the model. More importantly, the GEE method can take account of the
correlations among repeated observations.

12

3.2.1

Generalized Linear Model (GLM)

Let (j/jj, Xjj) be the j t h observation for subject i where j = 1 , . . . , ni} i = 1 , . . . , K,
and Ui is the total number of observations for the ith subject. Here Yij is the response
variable and x^- is a p x 1 vector of covariates. Let y, be the n* x 1 vector (ya,...,

yirH)'

and Xj be the rii xp matrix ( x a , . . . , x iTli )' for the ith subject. To introduce this model,
we will consider a simple case where we let rii=l for all i and treat each subject's
data as a scalar.
We assume that the conditional density of y^ given x^ belongs to the exponential
family with density

/fa.J|xij) = e ^ { ^ - ' " ^ + ''^},
where the first two moments for y^ condition on Xy are E(yij) = a'(%) and var(yij) =
4>a!'{9ij). The canonical parameter is 0y, while a(.) and b(.) are some known functions.
The linear predictor is denoted as r\^ = x^/3, and ^(/iy) = %•, where ^(.) is a link
function which connects the conditional mean of response with the linear predictor
in the GLMs. In GLMs, the Y^j's are treated as independent variables.

3.2.2

Quasi-loglikelihood

In GLM's, we have to specify a distribution for the response variable given the covariates in the model. However, only the first two moments of the response, given the

13

covariates in the model, are used in the GLM's. To further generalize the GLM approach, quasi-likelihood was defined, where we only specify the mean and the variance
function for the responses in terms of covariates and mean respectively.
Let fa be the mean function of y» and suppose that

^ = h(^(3),

(3.6)

where (3 is a p x 1 vector of parameters, and h(.) is the inverse of the link function.
The variance function of yit denoted as Vi, is defined as a function of the mean //;,

vi = <j>V(fii),

(3.7)

where V(.) is is some known function, and <>
/ is a scale parameter or dispersion parameter. The quasi-loglikelihood is defined as

o( w)=

*' r^*-

(3s)

-

Therefore, the quasi-likelihood estimator is the solution of the quasi-score equation
system Sk(/3) = 0, where

SM^^i'to-l*)

k = l,...,p.

(3.9)

Since (3 is the parameter of interest, we can treat 0 as a nuisance parameter, and the

14

estimate of (3 can be obtained by a Newton-Raphson algorithm.

3.2.3

GEEs for Longitudinal D a t a

When rii > 1, we have a longitudinal data set. We let R j ( a ) be the n$ x n* working
correlation matrix for each Yj, where a is a vector of unknown parameters and is the
same for all subjects. Then the working covariance matrix for Yj can be written as

v, = cf>M(3)1/2^HMP)1/2,

(3.io)

where A;(/3) is an n* x n* diagonal matrix with V(yUy(/3)) as the j t h diagonal element.
The equation (3.9) is extended to the longitudinal data case as

K

^ D J V r ^ O ,

where Sj = y-j - ^

with Hi = (fai, • • •, Vini)'

(3.11)

and Dj = dfiJd/3.

Since D - V " 1

does not depend on the y's, the left hand side of equation (3.11) converges to 0 as
long as ESi = 0. Hence, equation (3.11) is an unbiased estimating equation, and
it guarantees the consistency of the regression coefficient estimation as long as the
mean function is correctly specified.
Let Uj(/3, cx,0) = D ^ V ^ S j , by using the consistent estimators of a given by (3

15

and 4> and 4> given by /3, we can rewrite the estimating equations as

K

Y, U t {/3, a[/3, UP)]J(P)}

= 0.

(3-12)

i=l

which is an estimating equation of (3 alone. Defining standardized residuals as

f^ij

Vij

(3.13)

we can estimate <p as (f> = 5Z i = 1 X ^ i i ?ij/(N — p) where N = Yli=i ni-> then we can
interactively solve the above equations until convergence to get consistent estimates.
There are two approaches to estimate the variance of/3: naive and robust variance
estimations. The naive variance estimator is a model based estimator which is the
inverse of observed information matrix derived based on the score-like estimating
equations, and it could be unreliable when the assumed model is not true. It is given
by
f^DlVr

1

^]

.

(3.14)

. i=l

The robust covariance estimator, which is also called a sandwich type covariance
estimator, is given by
\ -1 r K
\ t K
^DlVriD,
^ D l V r ^ S ^ D i W ^ D l V r
K

, i=l

/I

i=l

)

1

^

.

(3.15)

\i=\

These two covariance estimators are consistently equivalent when the assumed model

16

is correct.

3.2.4

Common Choices for Correlation S t r u c t u r e

The four most commonly chosen correlation structures are:
1. Independence

{

1 for

j = k

0 for j ^ k.

Here the (j, k)th element of R j ( a ) is denoted by [Ri]jk, which is the correlation
between observations y^ and y^ for subject i.
2. Exchangeable

{

1 for
a

j —k

for j ^ k.

3. First-order autoregressive (AR1)

[fli]ifc = a''"-*l.

4. Unstructured
There is no defined structure, and every element of the correlation matrix will
be estimated separately, so ex contains n(n — l ) / 2 parameters itself where n =
max{rii) for all i. It gives the true correlation matrix; however, it brings many
parameters into the model. Hence, it is useful only when it has a small number

17

of observation times for each subject.

3.2.5

Model Selection Criteria

Since the GEE approach yields a consistent estimator of (3 even when the working
correlation structure is misspecified, an independence structure is often used when
the choice of the correlation structure is not obvious. As well, Liang and Zeger (1986)
also show that an independence structure is sufficient enough when the correlation
between observations is relatively small. However, the estimation efficiency is low
when the correlation is high. Therefore, it is necessary to select the best working
correlation structure in the GEE analysis.
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) is widely used for model selection. It measures the goodness of fit of a statistical model. It is defined as

AIC =-21 +2k,

(3.16)

where k is the number of parameters in the statistical model, I is the maximized
log-likelihood for the estimated model, and 2k is a penalty term for having more
parameters. AIC is a criterion of choosing a best fit model with a minimum number
of free parameters. The one with the lowest AIC value is the preferred model.
However, since there is no assumption made regarding the distribution of the responses, there is no likelihood defined in GEE; thus, AIC can not be directly applied
to GEE models. Pan (2001) proposed a model selection method for GEE based on
18

quasi-likelihood under the independence model criterion (QIC). QIC is a modification of AIC made by replacing the likelihood by the quasi-likelihood and making
adjustments for the penalty term. QIC can be used to choose the most appropriate
correlation structure for the model, and it is defined as

QIC(R)

= -2Q(/3(R); I) + 2trace(nIVr),

(3.17)

where /3(R) is the GEE estimator under any general working correlation structure
R , I is the independence correlation structure, Clj = —d2Q([3;I)/df3d/3'\j3=p

and

V r = cov(f3) can be estimated by the sandwich covariance estimator given by equation
(3.15).
In practice, 4> is always unknown, but we can estimate <>
/ from the largest model
available. For the GEE model, QIC can be evaluated under each working correlation
structure, and the one with the smallest QIC value will be selected as the best working
correlation structure.

3.3

Survival Analysis

We define the duration of risk level as the number of months that a player continuously stays at that particular risk level before he or she moves to other risk levels.
These durations can be treated as lifetime observations at each risk level. Thus, we
can observe all durations for each risk level, and we can fit a parametric model to
these durations to estimate the mean duration at each risk level. In this section, we
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briefly review the method of fitting a parametric model to lifetime data.
There are two types of duration observations at each risk level: observed and censored lifetime observations. Complete information is available for observed lifetimes.
For example, we can observe when a player moves in and moves out of a particular
risk level, so we are able to find the exact number of months that this player continuously stayed at this risk level. However, only the lower bound of these durations
is available for censored lifetimes. For example, we can only observe when a player
either moves in or moves out of a particular risk level but we cannot observe both, so
we don't know the exact number of months that this player has stayed or will stay
at that particular risk level.

3.3.1

Nonparametric Estimation of a Survivor Function

In this section, we briefly review several methods in survival analysis.

Detail

information can be found in Lawless (2003).
Let T be a random varibale representing the lifetimes of individuals.

Assume

that we have n lifetime observations, t\, £2, • • •, tn, and each observation has a status
indicator Si, where Si — 1 for observed lifetimes and Si — 0 for censored lifetimes. A
survivor function is a function that captures the probability of an individual surviving
beyond a specific time, which is defined as S(t) — Pr(T ^ £).
A widely used nonparametric estimate of S(t) is the product-limit (PL) estimate
of the survivor function, which is also known as the Kaplan-Merier (KM) estimate.
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Let (^,5j),i = 1 , . . . ,n, represent a censored random sample of lifetimes. Suppose
that there are k{k ^ n) distinct times t\ < t2 < • • • < tk at which deaths occur, which
are also known as failure times. In this study, we consider the time when a player
moves out of a risk level as the "death" for that risk level with Si = 1, and we also
allow "rebirth" of a risk level as a player moves back into that risk level. Deaths are
observed, but the censoring lifetimes are not observed. The KM estimate for S(t) is
defined as

n LzA

s(t) = n
j:tj<t

- >

( 3 - 18 )

•>

where dj = ^ /(i^ = tj, Si = 1) is the number of deaths at tj, and n,- = Yl H^'i ^ tj)
is the number of individuals at risk at tj, which is the number of individuals alive and
censored just prior to tj. Its variance is estimated by

^(«)l=^E^5'
j:tj<t

3.3.2

JX J

JJ

(3-19)

P a r a m e t r i c Model for Lifetime D a t a

We assume that T follows a distribution with a probability density function (p.d.f.)
or probability mass function (p.m.f.) f(t; 6), and the lifetimes T i , . . . , Tn are statistically independent, we can obtain the likelihood function as

n

L{0) = ]\nti;0)SiS(ti+;0)1-s\
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(3.20)

where S(U+; 6) = Pr(Ti > tf, 0). We can obtain the m.l.e.'s of Q by maximizing the
above likelihood and estimate the covariance of the m.l.e's 6 by taking the inverse of
the observed information matrix.

3.3.3

Log-location-scale Parametric Model

A parametric location-scale model for a random variable Y on (—oo, oo) is a
distribution with p.d.f. or p.m.f. of the form

f(y) = \k ( y - ^ ) ,

(3.2i)

where — oo < u < oo and b > 0 are the location and scale parameters respectively.
Then the survivor function for Y is

S{y) = SQ\V—^\.

(3.22)

Many variables T have the property that Y = log(T) has a location-scale distribution.
Since

So (K1)

= MY >V) = Pr(T >t) = S(t),

we have
So\S(t))

=

y—u
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log(t)
b

u
b'

Thus, there is a roughly linear relationship between 5^"1[5(i)] and log(t) if the proposed model is appropriate, where S(t) is the KM estimate. Since the KM estimate
is a discrete type estimate, S(t) is a step function with jumps at the distinct observed
failure times t\ < . . . < £&• Therefore, when the proposed model is continuous, we
replace S(tj) with the value S* = 0.55(i i ) +

0.5S(tj+).

We can rewrite equation (3.20) for the log-location-scale model as

1 ,

L(u, b)=n
i=i

(Vi-u

7 JJO
L

b" V b

*S0(?!—?)l~Sti

(3.23)

where y, = log(ti). Letting Zi = (yi — u)/b and r = 2<5j, the log-likelihood function
of u and b can be written as

n

l(u, b) = ~rlog(b) + J2W°9(M*))

+ i1 ~ 8i)log(S0(zi))}.

(3.24)

We can obtain the m.l.e.'s of u and b by maximizing the above log-likelihood and
estimate the covariance of the m.l.e.'s u, b by /~ 1 ( , u, b), where I(u, b) is the observed
information matrix. In practice, b is replaced by log(b) for a more accurate inference
because of its better normal approximation in small samples.
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3.4
3.4.1

Survival Regression
Log-location-scale Regression Model

We can extend the log-location-scale model in the last section to a regression
model by allowing the parameters to depend on the covariates X, and it is called loglocation-scale regression model. This is a widely used parametric regression model. In
this thesis, we only let the location parameter depend on X, which is called standard
log-location-scale regression model.
Let (ti,5i,Xi)

be a random sample of n individuals, and censoring is assumed to

be independent. If we let it(x) = x'/3, then the model for Y has the form

Y = x'/3 + bZ,

where Z is a random variable with p.d.f.
respectively. For x» = (xn,...,

xip)',

(3.25)

and survivor function fo(z) and SQ(Z)

we let ut = x^/3, zi = (y, - u^/b, and r = J2 ^

denotes the number of uncensored lifetimes. The log-likelihood function l(f3,b) has
exactly the same form as equation (3.24):

n

Z(/3, b) = -rlogib)

+ ^ ^ / o 5 ( / 0 ( ^ ) ) + (1 - ^ ) M S o ( ^ ) ) ] -

(3-26)

The m.l.e.'s /3 and b can be obtained by solving the equations dl/df3 = 0 and dl/db =
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0. The observed information matrix can be written in partitioned form as

' -dH/dpdp'

-d2£/d(3db *
(3.27)

Wb) =
-dH/dbd(3'

2

-dH/db

/

We can estimate covariance of the m.l.e.'s by Cov{(3, b) = / - 1 ( / 3 , b).

3.4.2

Residuals Analysis

Residuals can be defined in various ways, and the standardized residuals are defined as
zi = - ^ — - ,
b

i = l,...,n,

where Ui = xJ/3. The distribution of 2i appears like a random sample from

(3.28)

SQ(Z).

To check the model assumption, we can check the linearity between KM estimates
S^lSizi)}

3.5

and z{.

Cox Proportional Hazard Model

In this section, we review the Cox proportional hazard model, frailty model and
the penalized Cox model, and more details can be found in Lawless (2003), Ripatti
and Palmgren (2000), and Therneau, Grambsch and Pankratz (2003).
The Cox proportional hazard model is another commonly used regression model
in survival analysis. The hazard function \(t) is a very important concept in the Cox
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model, which is defined as

v ;

At

At-,0

S(t)

K

'

where f(t) and S(t) are the p.d.f. and survivor function of T respectively. The hazard
function specifies the instantaneous rate of death or failure at time t, given that the
individual survives up to time t. The survivor function S(t) can be written in terms
of X(t) as
S(t) = exp (-

f X{x)dx)

.

(3.30)

In the Cox proportional hazard model, we let Xj be a p x 1 vector of fixed covariates
for the ith individual at time t, the hazard function for T given Xj takes the form

\(t\xi)

= \0(t)exptef3),

(3.31)

where Ao(t) is called an arbitrary baseline hazard function. If we consider the baseline cumulative hazard function Ao(i) = / 0 \o(x)dx

and survivor function Sa(t) =

exp[—Ao(i)] in terms of Xo(t), then the survivor function for T given x, can be written as
S(t\xi) = [Soit)]****®.

(3.32)

Suppose that an independent censored random sample (ti} Si), i — 1 , . . . , n, yields
k distinct observed lifetimes t^

< . . . < t^
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and n — k censoring times. Cox (1972)

suggests the following partial likelihood function for estimating (3:

x' ,/3

m=n

\l^i£Rie

=1

(3.33)

x'/3

where Ri = R(t^)) denotes the set of individuals who are alive and uncensored just
prior to time t^).
Another indicator variable is defined as

Yi(t) = I(U>t),

i =

l,...,n.

(3.34)

Then, Yi(t) = 1 if and only if i G R(t), and equation (3.33) can be rewritten as

e<P

HP)=n

Si

jVEr=i^(*i)^

(3.35)

The log-likelihood function from equation (3.35) is

x{/3
J(/3) = I > MP)-log l ^ Yt(U)e
! •

(3.36)

W=i

where the estimate of /3 can be obtained by maximizing the above partial loglikelihood with a Newton-Raphson algorithm.
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3.5.1

Frailty Model

In this study, players can move between risk levels over time. After moving out
of a particular risk level, she or he may move back into this risk level later. For
example, the identified risk levels for player A in a ten month period are 1 1 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 0, so we can observe three duration observations at risk level 1 for player A.
Such observations can be seen as recurrent events.
Recurrent events are very common in survival data, and these events within the
same subject are correlated, while events between different subjects are independent.
Frailties are very useful in modeling such correlations in recurrent events. Different
events within each subject share a common frailty, and frailties of different subjects
are independent, and this is called a shared frailty model. In this study, we can treat
each player as one subject.
For i = 1 , . . . , n and j = 1 , . . . , g, assume that for observation i, who is from
subject j , follows a proportional hazard shared frailty model with a hazard function
given Xj

\i(t\xi)

= A 0 (<H ( 0 e x * / 3 )

(3.37)

where j(i) denotes that observation i belongs to subject j , and ccj(i) is the frailty for
subject j . The Wj's are independent and identically distributed from some positive
scale family with density function f(zu;6), which has mean 1 and variance 9.
Let 4>(s) = 0(s, 9) be the Laplace transform of the distribution of vu, and ^^(s)
its nth derivative with respect to s. Let Aj — Aj(f3, Ao) = XX=i /o°°
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is

^i{s)exP{y^iP)d^-o{s),

and dj be the number of observations in subject j . The profile log-likelihood can be
written as

"

Lrn(P,\Q;6)

/

= J26ilog(
i=i

\

\

roo

/

1

+J2lo9[(-^)d^{di)(Aj)}.

Yi(t)exp(x'iP)X0(t)dt)

J o

'

i=i

(3.38)
Here w can be viewed as missing data, so the EM algorithm can be applied to obtain
the estimate of f3 by maximizing the above likelihood. The algorithm is slow, and the
variance estimates require further computation; however, penalized models provide
an alternate approach for the frailty model.

3.5.2

Penalized Cox model

If we let Wj = eUJj, the hazard function for T given Xj and z* can be rewritten as

\l(t\xi,zl)

= \0(t)e<(3+<",

(3.39)

where Z^ is an indicator variable such that Z^ = 1 when observation I belongs to
subject j and 0 otherwise. Here Zj = ( z i : , . . . , ziq)' is a q x 1 vector of observed
indicators for observation i. Each observation belongs to only one subject, and the
penalized partial log-likelihood is defined as

PPL = PL(p,u>; data) -g(u;j3).
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(3.40)

PL is the usual Cox partial log-likelihood obtained by treating u> as "another parameter" , and it can be written as

PL(/3,w) = Y/6i (x;/3 + z;w) - log I J2Yi(ti)exp(^

+ <«*)

(3.41)

(=1

1=1

where g is a penalty function to restrict the values of LO, and 0 is a vector of tuning
parameters, which is treated as a known constant.
The Hessian of the penalized partial log-likelihood can be written as

^

0^
(3.42)

H = H (/3, w) = J

\0

9" J

where / = 7(/3,w) is the usual Cox model information matrix, the second derivative
matrix of the PL with respect to (3 and a;. The penalized partial likelihood can be
fitted using the Newton-Raphson algorithm.

3.5.3

Gaussian Frailty

Assuming that the frailty to has a gaussian density with mean 0 and a positive
definite covariance matrix D = D(0), and D = 61 is for a shared frailty model. The
profile log-likelihood is

Lm(f3,6)

= -l/2log\D\

+ log< I exp[PL((3,u>) - l/2u/D- 1 / 2 w]<L;l .
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(3.43)

Ripatti and Palmgren (2002) used a Laplace approximation to approximate the above
likelihood function as

L m (/3, 6) « PL(f3, w) - l / 2 ( w ' D - 1 w + log\B\ + log\H(p, w) 2 2 |),

(3.44)

where w = u>((3, 0). The third and fourth term are ignored in equation (3.44), and
simulation results show that the loss of information is slight. Thus, it gives the penalty
function g(u>;(3) = l/2a)'D(0) - 1 d>, and the penalized partial log-likelihood can be
written as
PPL = PL-

l/2u)'D(0y1u.

(3.45)

Given an estimate of 9, we can obtain the estimate for j3 by using the NewtonRaphson algorithm to maximize the PPL. Given the current maximized value of the
PPL, the random effects can be estimated by

uj'u + trace\(H22)~1}
lv
G=
' J.
q

(3.46)

where H is the Hessian of the penalized partial log-likelihood in equation (3.42) and
H 2 2 is the lower right q x q submatrix corresponding to the random effects. We can
interactively solve equations (3.45) and (3.46) until convergence to get the estimates.
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3.5.4

Penalized Likelihood Inference

Gray (1992) suggested the covariance estimator for the parameter estimates as

V = H-xIH-\

(3.47)

If we let c be a column vector of constants and (/3,w) be the combined vector of
p + q parameters, then for a general test of the hypothesis z = (/3, OJ)C = 0, Gray
recommended the Wald test z'(c'H~1c)~1z.

The generalized degrees of freedom for

the test statistic can be computed as

df = traceKc'H^cy^c'Vc)}.

(3.48)

An alternate variance estimator is H~l, which is referred as "pseudo standard error".
The chi-square tests are based on H~x, as simulation experiments suggest that this
is a more reliable choice.
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Chapter 4

Statistical Analyses of Gambling
Behaviors

4.1
4.1.1

Assessment of t h e Interaction Impact
Results of the Time Homogeneous First Order Markov
Model

In this section, a homogeneous first order Markov model is applied to this data to
assess the interaction impact by treating risk levels as transition states. Risk levels
are divided into three states: risk levels 0 and 1 as low risk level state, risk level 2 as
moderate risk level state, and risk level 3 as high risk level state. Each player stays
at only one risk level in any particular month and will stay at the same risk level or
move to another risk level in the next month; in other words, players move between
these three states over time. This is based on the assumption that players' gambling
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behaviors are static during the month and only change once per month. Figure 4.1
illustrates how one player could possibly move between states in adjacent months.

Figure 4.1: Diagram of transition states

Monthly data from January 2005 to January 2008 are used, which include 1552
players who had at least one interaction during this 37 months period. Since players
did not necessarily receive their first interaction in the same month, an indicator which
contains information of when (which month) these players had their first interaction is
used to split our data into two new data sets: before-interaction and after-interaction.
Comparison between these two new data sets can be made based on the transition
probabilities to assess the interaction impact. Time homogeneity is assumed, and a
first order Markov model is applied to these two data sets to estimate the transition
probabilities as shown in Table 4.1.
The results from this time homogeneous first order Markov model in Table 4.1
show that the interaction decreases the probability of moving from low to moderate,
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Table 4.1: Estimated transition probabilities
Before interactions
From \ To

Low

Moderate

High

Low

0.9525

0.0440

0.0035

Moderate

0.0539

0.7960

0.1501

High

0.0004

0.0396

0.9600

After interactions
From \ To

Low

Moderate

High

Low

0.9713

0.0276

0.0011

Moderate

0.0618

0.8082

0.1300

High

0.0002

0.0240

0.9758

low to high, and moderate to high risk states; while it increases the probability of
staying at a moderate risk state and moving from a moderate risk state to a low risk
state. It shows that the interaction has a positive impact on preventing players from
moving to a higher risk state.
It is very important to know when each player started gambling as their staring
point to test the time-homogeneity of the first order Markov model; however, we
do not have access to this information. Therefore, we assume January 2005 as all
players' starting point and test the time-homogeneity assumption on the whole data
set which includes all selected player's risk levels. Test results are shown in Table
4.2. As the p-values for both test statistics are very small, this indicates that there
is strong evidence against the time-homogeneity assumption. Therefore, we cannot
apply statistical inference for this result, but these transition probabilities still give
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information about the interaction impact based on players' risk levels. A Markov
model with time dependent transition probabilities could be considered in the future
work.
Table 4.2: Test the time-homogeneity assumption

4.1.2

test statistics

d.f.

p-value

Likelihood ratio statistic

380.88

204

7.90e-13

Pearson statistic

381.25

204

7.22e-13

Results for the G E E Model

Here we apply the proposed GEE model based on the historical monthly club card
data to assess the interaction impact. Given appropriate interactions, players may
have reduced the total amount of money, number of visits or number of hours they
spent on gambling. However, a slight improvement may not be significant enough
to have these players move to a lower risk level. In addition, the algorithm which
identifies players at risk considers a certain period of the players' previous gambling,
so it is conceivable that players may be continuously identified at the same risk level
for a number of months even though they have stopped gambling. Also, there may
be typos or errors in players' risk levels.
Hence, instead of using the risk levels as responses, we use the monthly money
they spent as responses, because the identified risk levels are significantly positively
correlated with the total money they spent in a month. We use the number of visits,
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hours, interactions, wins/losses, and a time factor as our covariates. It is reasonable
to assume that the money a player spends in a month follows a normal distribution,
so an identity link function /J,^ = x^/3 and variance function as a constant 1 can be
applied to the GEE model, where X is the covariate matrix.
In order to assess the interaction impact more efficiently, we select two comparable
groups with each of them containing a similar number of players: an interaction
group and a control group. First, we select players who had visited the casino at
least once from January 2005 to January 2008. There were 1730 players that received
interactions during this period. We assign these 1730 players who had at least one
interaction to the interaction group. We select players who had never received any
interactions but had similar gambling behaviors with players in the interaction group
based on their average risk in the period from January 2005 to December 2005. Table
4.3 shows the number of players in each group. 37 months and 3422 players are
studied.
Table 4.3: Summary of the number of players in the interaction and control groups
The number of players
Average risk

Interaction group

Control group

0

486

482

(0,3)

729

761

3

515

445

Total

1730

1692

For notation, we let
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• M = amount of money,
• V = number of visits,
• H = number of hours,
• W = wins/losses,
• inter = number of interactions,
• T = a time factor.
We assign T from 1 to 37 for the months from January 2005 to January 2008 respectively. As well, we treat the interaction covariate as a binary covariate where

{

1 for

inter < 5

0 for inter ^ 5.

A square root transformation is applied to M and H, and M is treated as our responses.
The mean function for the response is

tn = A) + y/HPi + Vfo + Wfo + I fa + Tp5.

We fit this model and calculate the QIC values for four working correlation structures: independence, exchangeable, AR(1) and unstructured as shown in Table 4.3.
The QIC value with the AR(1) working correlation structure has the lowest value;
therefore, AR(1) is selected as our best working correlation structure for the GEE
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model. The estimate of this model is shown in Table 4.4, where a. = 0.8271 and se(a)
= 0.0102.
Table 4.4: QIC values for models with different working correlation structures

R(a)

QIC

Independence

1474182.57

Exchangeable

1516629.68

AR(1)

1376158.56

Unstructured

1442744.00

Table 4.5: GEE output for the assessment of interaction impact

p

estimate

naive s.e.

naive z

sand.s.e.

sand, z

intercept (/3o)

-5.3900

0.4522

-11.9207

0.3191

-16.8932

y/H0i)

26.8030

0.0644

416.0681

0.2980

89.9434

V(/32)

-0.3901

0.0262

-14.8961

0.0894

-4.3643

W(/33)

-0.0026

2.9e-05

-88.8626

0.0003

-8.8421

I(ft)

-17.5264

9.6845

-1.8097

1.8255

-9.6007

T(A0

0.1665

0.0193

8.6341

0.0132

12.6039

From the obtained results, we can conclude that the interaction has a significant
positive impact on players' gambling behaviors when five or more interactions are
given to a player in a month. Three significant trends that can be observed are:
increasing money spent with an increased amount of time spent gambling; increased
money spent with an increasing occurrence of losing; and increased money spent by
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players with more gambling experience. As well, we can see that the correlation
between two adjacent months is very high in our model 0.8271, which tells us that
these repeated monthly measurements are highly correlated.

4.2
4.2.1

Progression of Risk Levels
D a t a Selection

If we use all available monthly data from January 2003 to January 2008, a total
of 61 months are used. Missing data is not taken into account in this case, as we
have a large sample size, and its missingness could be missing completely at random
(MCAR). Thus, we select players who have provided information about their age and
gender, giving a total of 65984 players to be studied. We can count the number of
months that a player continuously stayed at one risk level for all selected players as
duration observations of that risk level and obtain the status indicator simultaneously,
while treating these duration observations as lifetimes of risk levels. However, some
players kept moving between risk levels over time, so some of them had more than one
duration observation of a particular risk level as recurrent events, and these duration
observations are definitely correlated to each other within the same player. Due to
the dependence of the log-location-scale model and regression on the independence
assumption between observations, we cannot apply these methods directly to these
correlated observations.
Therefore, we randomly select one month between January 2003 to January 2008,
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and we let the risk level for this selected month be our observed risk level. Meanwhile,
we observe when the player entered as well as moved out of this observed risk level,
and we only use this randomly selected piece of information for each player. We count
the number of months that a player stayed at this observed risk level as one duration
observation and get the status indicator. As a result, we have only one observation
for each player, so all our observations are now independent, and we can apply the
log-location-scale model and regression analysis directly.
In order to assess the impact of gender and age on gambling behavior, we split
the participants into five age groups according to SGC's specification as: age €
[19, 30), [30,40), [40, 50), [50, 65) and [65, oo). We summarize the number of players
for each gender and age group in Table 4.6.

4.2.2

Nonparametric Estimation for Each Risk Level

We evaluate the KM estimate for durations of each risk level, and we plot their
KM estimates versus log(t) in Figure 4.2. We can see that the duration of risk levels 1
and 2 have a similar survival probability, which is the probability that a player stays
at a particular risk level for at least t months. As well, we can see that the duration
of risk level 0 has a very high survival probability: with 95% probability that a player
stays at risk level 0 for at least 61 months. Thus, we can conclude that risk level 0
players are most likely risk-free players. The duration of risk level 3 also has a high
survivor probability: with 50% probability that a player stays at risk level 3 for at
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Table 4.6: Summary of the number of observations by risk levels and other factors
Risk Level

Risk level 1

Risk level 2

Risk level 3

Category

Number of players

Number of players

Number of players

Female

1514 (61.32%)

1009 (61.86%)

882(62.55%)

Male

954 (38.64%)

622(38.14%)

528(37.45%)

[19, 30)

28(1.13%)

13 (0.79%)

3 (0.12%)

[30, 40)

92 (3.73%)

78 (4.78%)

44 (3.12%)

[40, 50)

280 (11.34%)

221 (13.55%)

211 (14.96%)

[50, 65)

829 (33.57%)

678 (41.57%)

608 (43.12%)

[65, oo)

1239 (50.18%)

641 (39.30%)

544 (38.58%)

Observed

2141 (86.72%)

1469 (90.07%)

611 (43.33%)

Censored

327 (13.24%)

162 (9.93%)

799 (56.67%)

Total

2469 (100%)

1631 (100%)

1410 (100%)

least 61 months; in other words, once a player is identified in risk level 3, it is likely
that this player is going to stay there for a very long time.

4.2.3

Fitted P a r a m e t r i c Model for Each Risk Level

Since risk level 0 shows no threat to problem gambling, our study will mainly
focus on risk levels 1, 2 and 3. We apply the log-location-scale model to the duration
of risk level 1, 2 and 3 to estimate the number of months on average that a player
tends to stay at these three risk levels. We propose the following log-location-scale
distributions:

• Weibull distribution for the duration of risk levels 1 and 2,
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• log-normal distribution for the duration of risk level 3.
In order to check whether we are using appropriate parametric models, we will use
plots to check the linearity between S^"1 (£(£)) and log(t) for these three risk levels,
where t is the duration observation. As our proposed distributions are continuous,
we use S* = 0.5S(tj) + 0.5£(t,+) instead of S(tj),
of the survivor function.

For the Weibull distribution, SQ1^*)

which is denoted as log(—log(KM*))
SQ1^)

where S(tj) is the KM estimate
=

log(—log(S*)),

in Figure 4.3. For the log-normal distribution,

= $ _ 1 ( 1 - S*), which is denoted as qnorm(l

- KM*) in Figure 4.3.

From these two figures, the linearity indicates that there is no strong evidence
against our proposed models. Furthermore, we can select the best log-location-scale
distribution for risk levels 1, 2 and 3 based on the AIC values introduced in last
section. Table 4.7 indicates that Weibull is the best distribution for the duration of
risk levels 1 and 2 and log-normal is the best distribution for the duration of risk level
3.
We can estimate the mean duration for each model by using the m.l.e.'s for risk
levels 1, 2 and 3:
• E(y) = exp(u)T(l

+ b) for Weibull distribution,

• E(y) = exp(u + b2/2) for log-normal distribution.
We can apply the Delta method to estimate the variance of the estimated mean to
obtain its 95% confidence intervals. By fitting Weibull model for risk levels 1 and 2
and log-normal model for risk level 3 respectively, we obtain results as shown in Table
44
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Table 4.7: Summary of AIC values for different models
Risk Level

1

2

3

Distribution

AIC

Weibull

17364.59

log-normal

17432.36

loglogistic

17432.39

Weibull

11463.55

log-normal

11585.94

loglogistic

11583.68

Weibull

6608.49

log-normal

6581.55

loglogistic

6594.57

Table 4.8: M.l.e.'s, estimated means and 0.95 confidence intervals for the means for
risk levels 1,2, and 3
RL

u

b

Mean (in months)

95% C.I. for the mean

1

3.064

0.955

21.02

(20.16, 21.88)

2

2.960

0.825

18.11

(17.34, 18.87)

3

4.239

1.950

463.74

(369.78, 581.58)

4.8. Once a player is identified at their respective risk level, this player will stay at risk
levels 1, 2 and 3 for approximately 21, 18 and 463.74 months on average respectively.
We can see that the estimated mean of the duration of risk levels 1 and 2 are close to
each other but different from the estimated mean for risk level 3. These results also
indicate that once a player is identified at risk level 3, this player will stay at risk level
3 for a very long time, which reveals the problem gambling behavior. Meanwhile, we
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can plot the KM estimates of the survivor function S(t) along with the parametric
estimates S(t; 0) to check the goodness of fit for our parametric models. Figure 4.4
indicates agreement between the nonparametric and the fitted parametric models for
risk levels 1, 2 and 3.

4.2.4

Fitted P a r a m e t r i c Model for Each Risk Level by Gender
Table 4.9: Summary of AIC values for different models by gender
Risk Level

1

2

3

Distribution

AIC (female)

AIC (male)

Weibull

10602.32

6764.62

log-normal

10643.60

6791.67

loglogistic

10644.05

6791.13

Weibull

7098.46

4368.88

log-normal

7170.57

4418.57

loglogistic

7164.67

4422.10

Weibull

3953.27

2653.41

log-normal

3934.66

2645.51

loglogistic

3944.20

2648.89

Now we apply the same methods to estimate the mean duration of risk levels 1,
2 and 3 for each gender. Figure 4.5 and Table 4.8 indicate that there is no strong
evidence against the following proposed models:
• Weibull distribution for risk levels 1 and 2 for both genders,
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Table 4.10: M.l.e's, estimated means and 0.95 confidence intervals for the means for
risk levels 1, 2 and 3 by gender
Risk level

Gender

u

b

Mean

95% C.I. for the mean

F

3.0427

0.954

20.57

(19.50, 21.65)

M

3.0967

0.956

21.73

(20.29, 23.16)

F

2.965

0.82

18.16

(17.20, 19.13)

M

2.952

0.835

18.02

(16.77, 19.27)

F

4.369

2.02

612.43

(448.64, 836.02)

M

4.047

1.84

309.62

(223.73, 428.49)

1

2

3

• log-normal distribution for risk level 3 for both genders.
From results stated in Table 4.10, we can clearly see that risk level 3 has the
longest mean duration, while risk levels 1 and 2 have similar mean durations.

It

also reveals some general information about gender effect: gender effect seems very
significant for risk level 3 but not for risk levels 1 and 2. For risk level 3, female
players tend to stay at this high risk level for a longer duration on average compared
to male players. In other words, female players seem to have more serious problem
gambling behaviors than male players. In addition, the probability plots for the fitted
parametric models shown in Figure 4.6 show no strong evidence against the goodness
of fit of our parametric models.
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4.3

Assessment of Age and Gender Effects

We use the observations selected in Subsection 4.2 and fit a log-location-scale
regression model to the duration of risk levels 1, 2 and 3 while using the gender and
age as covariates to assess the significance of these two factors on gambling behaviors.
Interestingly, there are more than 200 players listed as older than 100 years of age
in the data, and some of them were identified at a risk level higher than 0. In other
words, these 200 players were still gambling a lot. This indicates some false data entry,
and this may affect the assessment on the age group effect. Thus, these irregularities
are removed before we apply the regression analysis.

4.3.1

Covariates

In keeping with format requests by SGC, we divide age into five groups. For
notations, we let
0 for

female

1 for

male,

gender =

1 for

age e [19,30)

2 for

age e [30,40)

a g e = < 3 for

age e [40, 50)

4 for

a g e e [50,65)

5 for

age € [65, oo),
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and let gendenage be the interaction term. In regression models, we treat durations
of each risk level as responses, gender as a binary covariate, and age group as a
continuous ordinal categorical covariate. In order to fit a best regression model for
each risk level, we use the full model to select the best log-location-scale distribution
and then select the best covariates based on the AIC values. Since we have to include
gender and age in the model as the covariates of interest, we just have to examine
whether an interaction term should be included in the model. The full model is

y — Po + Pigender + P^age + Pigender : age + bZ,

and the reduced model is

y = Po + Pigender + /^ape + bZ.

The ones with the lowest AIC value for risk levels 1, 2 and 3 are selected as our
best regression model. From Table 4.11, we can see that the interaction term is not
needed for all cases, and we have
• Weibull regression model for the duration at risk levels 1 and 2,
• log-normal regression model for the duration at risk level 3.
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Table 4.11: Summary of AIC values for different regression models
Risk Level

Distribution

Model type

AIC

Weibull

full

17298.41

log-normal

full

17369.27

loglogistic

full

17370.76

Weibull

reduced

17297.19

Weibull

full

11460.88

log-normal

full

11581.64

loglogistic

full

11580.12

Weibull

reduced

11459.01

Weibull

full

6608.55

log-normal

full

6583.91

loglogistic

full

6596.08

log-normal

reduced

6582.26

1

2

3

4.3.2

Fitted Log-location-Scale Regression Models

By fitting the regression model for risk levels 1, 2 and 3, we obtain results as
shown in Table 4.11. For risk level 1, we can conclude that male players have a longer
mean duration than female players, but this gender effect is not significant; older age
group players have longer mean duration than younger age group players, and this
age group effect is very significant. For risk level 2, we can conclude that female and
older age group players have longer mean duration than male and younger age group
players respectively, but these gender and age group effects are not significant. For
risk level 3, we can conclude that female players have a longer mean duration than
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Table 4.12: Fitted log-location-scale regression models
Risk level

Coefficients:

Value

Std. Error

z

p-value

Intercept

2.4494

0.0979

25.024

3.34e-138

gender

0.0339

0.0422

0.804

4.22e-01

age

0.1399

0.0224

6.250

4.12e-10

Log(scale)

-0.0541

0.0180

-3.014

2.58e-03

Intercept
gender

2.9061
-0.0086

0.1008
0.0444

28.829
-0.195

9.21e-183
8.46e-01

age

0.0138

0.0235

0.587

5.58e-01

Log(scale)

-0.1916

0.0216

-8.875

6.97e-19

Intercept

4.3992

0.3128

14.066

6.14e-45

gender

-0.2169

0.1216

-1.783

7.45e-02

age

-0.0186

0.0728

-0.255

7.98e-01

Log(scale)

0.6666

0.0322

20.725

2.06e-95

1

2

3

male players, and this gender effect is significant at a = 0.1. Interestingly, younger
age group players have a longer mean duration than older age group players, but this
age group effect is not significant.
We also want to check the model assumption that Z is a random variable with
survivor function S0(z) for the location-scale regression model Y = u(x) + bZ, given
x. We calculate the standardized residuals as

„

Vl

- x'/3

Zi =
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We check the linearity between SQ1^*^))
0.bS(£i+)

versus i;, where S*(£i) = 0.55(fj) +

and S(£j) is the KM estimate by treating the Z{ as a censored sample

of the log-lifetimes. Figure 4.7 shows that there is no strong evidence against our
assumption for each model.
We randomly select four other months and apply this regression method on observations based on each selected month. Results are consistent in terms of significance
of the gender and age group effects regarding players' gambling behaviors. The number of observations for each risk level and the percentage of censoring differ depending
on the month we select. Thus, there are some slightly different results, but they are
not significant.

4.3.3

Fitted Penalized Cox Models

In order to use the parametric model and regression model, we randomly observe
only one observation for each player to obtain the independence between these observations. This data selection method works well for risk levels 1 and 2, as we still
have a great number of observations with a low censored percentage. Unfortunately,
the percentage of censored observations for risk level 3 is 57%, and we have a smaller
number of observations due to our data selection method as well as the fact that risk
level 3 tends to have a very long lifetime. A simulation we conducted earlier shows
that a high censored rate affects the results of our parametric models. This fact makes
our fitted parametric models for risk level 3 less reliable.
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1

In order to increase the observed information for risk level 3, we considered all
available duration observations for risk level 3 without randomly selecting any months.
However, such observations within the same player are correlated. A penalized Cox
model with frailty can handle censored correlated survival data by considering a
random effect for correlation with a frailty term, so we can apply this method to
assess the gender and age impact on high risk players. We assume that observations
within the same player share a same frailty, and all players are independent, so a
shared frailty model is used. A penalized Cox model with a gaussian frailty is fitted
for risk levels 1, 2 and 3, and results are shown in Table 4.13.
Table 4.13: Fitted penalized model with frailty
Risk level

1

Coefficients:

Value

s.e.

s.e.2

x2

d.f.

p-value

gender

-0.0428

0.03206

0.01489

1.78

1

0.180

age

-0.00617

0.00110

0.00052

31.21

1

2.3e-08

25152.02

9538

0.000

frailty

2

gender

-0.01616

0.024000

0.016518

0.45

1

0.50000

age

-0.00298

0.000875

0.000607

11.63

1

0.00065

5408.57

3382

0.000

frailty

3

gender

0.0897

0.05139

0.02929

3.05

1

0.081

age

-0.0050

0.00198

0.00114

6.40

1

0.011

5781.96

2567

0.000

frailty

Estimates for s.e. and s.e.2 are from the diagonal elements of H _ 1 and H - 1 I H _ 1 ,
and 0 for risk level 1, 2 and 3 are 2.35, 0.462 and 1.60 respectively. Recall equation
(3.32), we can see that the smaller hazard a player has, the higher survivor probability
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this player gets, the longer he or she tends to stay at that particular risk level.
From Table 4.13, we can see that gender and age have the same impact on the
duration of risk levels 1 and 2. Male players tend to have a longer duration than
female players, but this gender effect is not significant. Meanwhile, older age group
players tend to have a longer duration than younger age group players, and this age
group effect is very significant. For risk level 3, female players have a significantly
longer duration than male players at a = 0.1, and age also has a significant effect on
high risk level players' gambling behaviors: older age group players tend to have a
longer duration than younger age group players.
The results obtained by the penalized Cox model with frailty are mainly consistent with the results obtained by the log-location-scale regression model. For risk
levels 1 and 2, the results obtained by the log-location-scale regression model and the
penalized Cox model with a gaussian frailty show a small difference in regarding to
the gender effect, but this difference is not significant.
Also, age has become a significant factor for risk levels 1, 2 and 3 with the penalized
Cox model, because we have more evidence to indicate the significance of age effect
related to player's gambling behaviors, as we have a greater number of observations
for each risk level. Therefore, it suggests that the penalized Cox model with frailty
provides a more comprehensive regression analysis in this study.
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4.4

Conclusions

From the results we obtained, we can conclude that interaction has a positive
impact on preventing players from moving to higher risk levels, and this impact is more
significant when players are able to receive more consistent interactions. However,
there were few players that received consistent interactions. The results also show
that risk levels 1 and 2 have similar mean durations, but risk level 3 has a significantly
longer mean duration. Age is a very significant factor on players' gambling behaviors,
but gender effect is only significant on high risk level players's gambling behaviors at
a — 0.1. In the data, a larger portion of players are from the older age groups, and
more of them are female in these older age groups. Hence, the gender effect becomes
less significant when the age group effect is very significant.
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Chapter 5

Future Work
In this study, we can see that consistent interactions have a more effective impact
on helping players stay away from problem gambling. Meanwhile, our results show
that interactions have a positive impact on preventing moderate risk level players from
moving to high risk level. Therefore, consistent interaction would have more benefit
on moderate risk level players as an effective prevention. Moreover, the dramatically
increasing rate of problem gambling suggests that an assessment or an update is
needed for the algorithm which identifies players at risk.
These analyses give us many ideas about the impact of the interaction and how
other factors affect players' gambling behaviors. Due to the complexity of this data,
alternative methods can be applied to this data for further comparison in the future.
The Markov model is a simpler and more straightforward method to assess the
interaction impact based on risk levels. We can modify the first order Markov model so
that the transition probabilities are a function of time to incorporate time dependence,
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and then apply the modified first order Markov model to estimate the transition
probabilities.
We use the canonical link (an identity link) when we apply the GEE analysis to
assess the interaction impact, and we can also try other links functions and apply the
residual analysis for further assessment on the goodness of fit for the GEE model.
As well, the identified risk level is positively correlated to other factors besides the
money players spend in a month. For example, we can use the number of hours as our
responses to fit another GEE model to assess the interaction impact. Moreover, having consistent interactions will definitely improve the efficiency of the iCare system,
but most selected players did not receive consistent interactions. This inconsistency
somehow conceals the significance of the positive interaction impact.
We will apply residuals analysis to the penalized Cox model with frailty to test
the goodness of fit for this model. As well, we will also try other frailty distributions
for comparison; for example, gamma and t-distribution frailties. Another useful alternative for the Cox proportional hazard model is the accelerated failure time (AFT)
model. The AFT model has the advantage of modeling the covariate effects directly
on the failure time rather than modeling it indirectly, as the covariate effects are
modeled in the hazard function in the Cox model. As well, the AFT model has more
stable performance under some conditions. Pan (2001) proposed a AFT model for
multivariate failure data (or recurrent events) by using the frailties on the random
error terms, and Zhang and Peng (2006) proposed an alternative estimation method
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for this AFT frailty model. We can fit a AFT frailty model for each risk level in the
future.
Data entry errors likely contributed to a decrease in reliability of the identified
risk levels. Index updates would help to ensure a more accurate risk analysis of at
risk players.
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